Thank you for your purchase from McCabe’s Custom Leather, here are a few tips and tricks to help you care for your
holster to ensure it lasts a long time and to ensure it’s comfortable to wear.
Every leather holster is made to fit a specific model of gun. Each is closely formed to the shape of that gun. This is
done by wet forming the pistol in the holster. Only use the holster for the model of gun it was made for, even if
another gun happens to fit in the holster it should not be used, it will stretch the leather in spots it shouldn’t be
stretched in and will compromise the retention that the holster provides.
There will be a "break-in" period with every new holster, during which the formed holster will conform itself to the
user's waist and to the belt used. This process may take a week or more of daily use.
You will find your new holster is very tight:
Unless the initial fit is quite snug, the normal stretching that occurs during the break-in period can result in a loose fit. A
loose fit compromises retention qualities of the holster, and contributes to unnecessary holster wear due to movement
of the handgun within the holster during use.
If you wish to speed up the break in process:
Put your handgun in the thick freezer bag your holster came in and then put that into the holster and let sit for an hour.
You can do this several times as needed, increasing the time each time or overnight. If you feel it is still too tight you
may use 2 freezer bags and do the same process.
If you feel your holster is too loose to safely retain the weapon:
Cease use immediately and return the holster to me for inspection, if possible I will repair it.
To clean and care for your holster:
Use a quality brand saddle soap as per the directions on the can, this can be followed by a neutral shoe polish as per the
directions.
If your holster gets wet DO NOT FORCE DRY YOUR HOLSTER, using heat can harden the leather making it brittle and it
will crack. Just let it dry naturally.
If your holster has snaps that say “Pull the Dot” on them.
They are one way directional snaps that lock on 3 sides and only open from one side, this is a security feature of the
snaps to prevent them from accidentally becoming unsnapped. Please familiarize yourself with how they work and
make sure they are snapped all the way on. Any questions please contact me.
I work very hard to make a quality holster that I’m happy to send out to you and that you can be happy to wear, if for any
reason you are not happy with it please tell me and I’ll make it right. If you are happy with it please tell your friends! To
date I have spent 0.00 dollars on advertising thanks to word of mouth, this is good for me obviously but it also helps me
keep the costs as low as possible and the quality as high as possible.
Billy McCabe

